
 

Basara 2 Battle Heroes is a Tactical RPG that takes place in the Basara universe. Players can enjoy heated turn-based battles between warring generals, as well as develop, train, and equip troops. The main objective of the game is to battle against rivals with your fellow generals. Basara 2 Battle Heroes for PSP offers players a wide range of tactical combat scenarios with over 40 different unit types
consisting of infantry, cavalry, archers & mages with five different skill levels per troop type. A new system has been implemented that allows the player to go into the battle formation of his choice, allowing for quick reaction to enhance his performance during combat. Basara 2 Battle Heroes also features a new element called "Command System". This new system gives players another way to control
their units on the battlefield. Players can not only command their units themselves, but also issue orders to other allies on the battlefield. This feature can be used to give orders for fire attacks, charge some units, or tell them all to run away from certain enemies. Both of these systems can be switched on or off within battle itself by pressing L1 and R1 at any time (this is needed during battle). To help
players strategize better, the game offers a feature called "Academy Mode". This mode features several tutorials that can help players take full advantage of all the units' skills. The tutorials are divided into sections, each designed for a different aspect of the game. Getting into battle with high-leveled units will require training, so players are encouraged to go through these tutorials to make strategic
calculations beforehand. More info on Basara 2 Battle Heroes

This game allows you to explore using the PSP's navigational buttons or directional pad. Controls: 

The object of this game is for the player's character to capture more territories by winning battles against rival generals. The player will be able to upgrade his character by earning "Battle Points" after every battle, which can be used to enhance his character's skills. The player can choose to play in campaign mode, free training mode, or multiplayer mode.

Command System: The "Command System" is a new feature that has been integrated into Basara 2 Battle Heroes. The system allows the player to control units on the battlefield in a "Turn Based Strategy Game" way using position commands instead of manual controls. By pressing the L1 and R1 buttons in game, players can bring up an interface that will show areas of the battlefield where units are
assigned to (laid out like grid). By using the directional buttons or the PSP's analog stick, players can drag the desired unit to another position. By pressing L1 and R1 again, the player will bring up an order menu where he/she can give his/her units different types of commands. More info on Command System

"Academy Mode": Academy Mode is a new feature in Basara 2 Battle Heroes that caters to beginners who are new to tactical turn-based games. The feature contains tutorials for players to enhance their skills before playing the game itself. The tutorials are divided into sections, each designed for a different aspect of the game. It features six topics grouped into "Basic", "Battle Tactics I", and "Battle
Tactics II".
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